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Product ref: AR1BW

Bespoke Aluminium
Waterfall Conference Chair

From: £73.85

Quantity Price

1 - 24 £82.85

25 - 49 £80.85

50 - 99 £79.85

100 - 199 £78.85

200 - 399 £77.85

400 - £73.85

Description

UK Made

Vinyl Upholstery Options Available - please enquire.
This lightweight stacking chair represents one of our very best lightweight all-rounders, combining comfort with
stackability, durability, style and a multitude of options. The waterfall front and deep, generous, high back make it
a hit with various shapes and sizes of user. It is entirely UK made, comes with our 6 year guarantee, and features
several clever touches and hammer painted frame as standard.
Options include long or medium arms, wider frame, handhold or not, book storage, stain protection (minimum
quantity applies) and linking. Customers select from a number of frame colours, as well as various fabrics and
colours. Stacking buffers on the frame help protect against scratching and are supplied as standard. The standard
handhold makes it an easy one arm lift without bending ones back, while a steel version is also available for those
whom price comes before weight.
Few chairs offer such a combination of value, quality, options, comfort and versatility. Armchairs also stack,
providing they are the top chair in a stack. Our universal chair removal trolley quickly moves a stack of up to 8
chairs for fast, efficient stowage, while the trolley is then slipped into a cupboard. These chairs come with our 6
year guarantee, and stack vertically, 8 high. Lead time is 5 weeks from the date of your order.
Please note the minimum online order quantity for this chair is 10. For smaller quantities, please call the office to
discuss delivery costs.

Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/bespoke-aluminium-waterfall-conference-chair/

Additional information

Weight: 5kg
Length: 450mm
Height: 855mm
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Stacking: 8

Optional Extras

Arm Options: None(+£0), Medium Length (OAM)(+£15.95)

Book Storage: None(+£0), Elasticated Pocket (OBE)(+£7.95), Curved Metal Book Box on Back (OBM
1)(+£17.95), Curved Metal Book Box under seat (OBM2)(+£17.95)

Width: Standard Width(+£), 25mm (1") Wider (OFW1)(+£3.95), 50mm (2") Wider (OFW2)(+£4.75)

Links: None(+£0), Clip-On Link (OLA)(+£1.95), Welded Link (OLWR2)(+£2.95), Retro Fit Link (OLR)(+£4.85)

General Options: Communion cup fitment (OCF)(+£2.25)
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